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ABSTRACT
Recognizing the need for urgent and emergent surgical care across America, the American Association for the Surgery of Trauma developed and implemented, and oversees, the Acute Care Surgery Fellowship Training Program. Now in its 10th year, the fellowship has become an established post-General Surgery Fellowship Training Program, with 20 approved programs and 82 fellows trained. Consistent with the desire to have this non-Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) fellowship one with the highest standards, several educational improvements have occurred since its origin. The following is an account of the background and evolution of what has become a significant educational contribution to surgery.

RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACUTE CARE SURGERY (ACS) FELLOWSHIP
As with many events in medicine, the evolution and development of ACS was born out of necessity and innovation. By the end of the 20th century, it was recognized that there was an insufficient number of physicians willing to participate in emergency care panels, a problem highlighted in the Institute of Medicine’s report entitled ‘Hospital Based Emergency Care at the Breaking Point’.1, 2

Compounding this crisis in access to emergency care, is continued and worsening workforce shortage of general surgeons, and aging of the current surgical workforce.2 3 Although the workforce in non-surgical specialties has grown steadily over time, the number of surgeons trained has remained stable for >20 years (figure 1). Between 1981 and 2006, the US population grew 31%, while the number of general surgeons grew by 4%.1 The American Association of Medical Colleges estimates that a 35% increase in the number of surgeons will be necessary to meet clinical demands by 2025 (figure 2). Just as the needs of the injured patient drove the development of the field of trauma surgery, so did the needs of the emergency general surgery patient drive the development of the ACS paradigm.3 This specialty enhances the training of young surgeons in the areas of trauma, surgical critical care, and time-sensitive general surgery.

Although often used interchangeably, ‘emergency general surgery’ and ‘acute care surgery’ have different meanings. Whereas emergency general surgery refers to acute general surgical disorders, acute care surgery includes surgical critical care and the surgical management of acutely ill patients with a variety of conditions including trauma, burns, surgical critical care or an acute general surgical condition. The challenges in caring for these patients include around-the-clock readiness for the provision of comprehensive care, the often constrained time for preoperative optimization of the patient, and the greater potential for intraoperative and postoperative complications due to the emergent nature of care.

THE HISTORY OF ACS FELLOWSHIP TRAINING
In 2005, the American Association for the Surgery of Trauma (AAST) responded to the crisis in access to emergency surgeons by creating the foundations for the training of surgeons in ACS. The AAST conceptualized a training program that emphasized trauma surgery, surgical critical care, and focused expertise in emergency general surgery conditions. The training was designed to create a versatile surgeon able to confront a host of acute surgical disease processes. A curriculum was developed that included a focus on clinical experience but also defined the operative expectations of a trainee in an accredited program. An initial list of ‘essential and desirable’ cases was created, which focused on a broad range of predominantly trauma case types divided into anatomic region. The initial curriculum dictated mandatory components while also allowing some flexibility for the fellows in terms of rotations. With some creativity, programs could capitalize on not only the individual's strengths but address their weaknesses as well. Rotations in thoracic surgery, transplant/hepatobiliary/pancreatic, and vascular were encouraged to expand operative experience in these anatomically and physiologically challenging areas, but were not mandated in the initial curriculum.6 The goal of the ACS Fellowship was to master complex operative procedures in trauma and emergency general surgery, in conjunction with an Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME)-approved Surgical Critical Care Fellowship.

The process for program approval was structured in a manner similar to that of a trauma center verification visit. Programs interested in applying to become an approved ACS program were required to submit previsit data including a Program Information Form (PIF). Surgeons from the AAST ACS Committee perform the verification visits, meeting with program and institutional leadership, faculty, and trainees at the resident and fellow level. The visit assesses the volume of cases available and the educational structure as well as any potential impact on general surgery residency training. Initial approval was granted for a period no >4 years, with planned revisits to maintain status as an approved AAST ACS program. In 2008, the first ACS Fellowship was approved by the AAST Board of Managers, and training started. Since 2008, a total of 20 programs have been approved by the
AAST. As of June of 2015, 82 fellows have been trained. In 2009, the AAST launched the first iteration of a written examination for successful completion of the fellowship. This examination was designed to address whether the fellowships were meeting appropriate educational metrics. As with most examinations, the early versions required substantial revision, a process that continues on an annual basis as the AAST continues to refine the fellowship. In 2015, an in-training examination was added, to better demonstrate improvements in fellow knowledge over the period of the ACS Fellowship year (box 1).

In 2010, the AAST launched a case log system (Infotech, San Diego, California, USA) to track the operative experience of the fellows. Four years of data are available for review. The average number of operative procedures per fellow ranges from 300 to 350, with ∼50% of the cases having more than one captured current procedural terminology (CPT) code. In 2014, a review of the fellowship case logs demonstrated a high degree of institutional and individual variability in the case mix, with ∼50% of fellows not meeting the case types specified in the initial curriculum. Most notably, ACS trainees lacked adequate exposure to head/neck surgery, thoracic surgery, and vascular surgery as defined by the ACS curriculum.

**TRAJECTORY OF THE ACS FELLOWSHIPS**

In light of concerns regarding case volume and mix, the operative curriculum for the ACS Fellowship was restructured during 2014. Previously elective rotations in thoracic surgery and vascular surgery became required rotations. Curricular changes included the identification of a minimum number of operative cases needed in specific body regions, similar to defined case volumes in general surgery. The desired case volume provides guidance to the fellows, program directors and subspecialty colleagues as to the types of cases deemed important for the fellows’ training. In an effort to distinguish the surgical training in the fellowship from that obtained in the general surgical residency, metrics regarding patient comorbidity as defined by the AAST emergency general surgery disease grading scales and the technical difficulty of the operative case were added to the case log system. In 2015, these changes were implemented as requirements for successful completion of the fellowship.

The AAST and ACS Fellowships will continue to build on the strong foundation of process and structure that already exists. In 2015, a series of educational modules was created, addressing topics in thoracic and vascular surgery deemed important to the ACS fellow. Each module has several maintenance of certification (MOC)-type questions that will be added to the question bank for the end of fellowship examination. These modules support the alignment of the fellow education with testing at the end of fellowship, further closing perceived gaps. In addition to more in-depth education at a level beyond that expected during residency, the modules offer advanced techniques for complex operative procedures on patients who, due to severity of illness, do not have the luxury of preoperative optimization.
In keeping with the structure of general surgery training programs, an in-service examination has been developed to assess the baseline knowledge of fellows at the beginning of their ACS year. Information regarding performance, including topics missed by the fellows on the examination, are given to the program directors, to allow the program directors to direct additional education to areas of weakness identified in the examination process. The end of training examination continues to undergo revision, most recently de-emphasizing critical care questions, as all ACS fellows will be eligible to take the American Board of Surgery (ABS) examination in Surgical Critical Care.

The goals of training ACS surgeons are to demonstrate mastery and future leadership in the field of ACS, above and beyond that learned in a general surgery residency. Certification in ACS is currently offered through the AAST. Unlike other specialty training paradigms, which tend to focus on a specific organ or operative technique, this paradigm strives to create a broad-based surgical specialist, specifically trained in the treatment of acute surgical disease across a wide array of anatomic regions.

All fellowship programs are required to participate in the match process through the National Residency Match Program (NRMP). Ongoing compliance with match participation is monitored at the time of program re-verification. In addition, central monitoring is now possible through a centralized application process (Surgical Critical Care and Acute Care Surgery Fellowship Application Service (SAFAS)) created in conjunction with the Society of Surgical Critical Care Program Directors. In the most recent match year, all programs were in compliance with match participation. To date, 12 of the 20 ACS Fellowship programs have undergone successful re-verification site visits.

**IMPACT OF ACS FELLOWSHIPS**

As with the addition of any surgical fellowship, there is always a concern for any adverse impact that the fellowship may have on the general surgery residents’ training. One study sought to determine how the addition of an ACS fellow impacted the training of the current general surgery residents by comparing general surgery ACGME case log data before and after the initiation of the AAST approved ACS Fellowship. The study found that there was no significant change in the number of cases performed by the chief residents. Furthermore, general surgery residents believed that the ACS fellow added value especially as an educator.

Additional studies have focused mainly on resident and surgeon interest, and satisfaction with ACS. In 1992, Richardson and Miller surveyed nearly 1800 surgery residents, and found only 18% wanted any part of trauma care in their career plans. Interest in trauma-only fellowships was very low, and disaffection with trauma care was predominant in the survey. Primary reasons for these negative feelings were the large amount of non-operative care rendered in treating blunt trauma patients, the unsavory type of patients encountered with most penetrating trauma injuries, and lifestyle issues. Complaints about the structure of trauma rotations in many institutions and the poor role-modeling of trauma surgeons were cited as reasons for respondents not pursuing trauma care as a career interest.

Recruitment into the field of trauma and critical care surgery was traditionally poor, as demonstrated by ~18% of fellowship positions unfilled in 2011. In 2015, the number of filled fellowship positions had improved and only 10% of positions were unfilled. The number of Surgical Critical Care Fellowship positions increased by 34% over the 5-year period, while the number of applicants increased by 61% (figure 3). In 2013, Coleman et al surveyed residents regarding a career path in ACS that yielded a greater interest and understanding of ACS as a career. Overall, these studies showed a much greater interest and understanding of ACS as a career choice, encompassing surgical critical care and emergency general surgery.

Surgeon satisfaction is improved with an ACS model compared with more traditional call schedules. On average, surgeons in institutions with an ACS model have higher satisfaction scores than those surgeons not using an ACS model. ACS surgeons and non-ACS surgeons both reported improved job satisfaction with the implementation of an ACS service. As the fellowship matures and acute care surgeons enter the workforce, this will hopefully become a more attractive option for rising surgical residents.

Several studies have focused on surgeon productivity since the implementation of an ACS model. One study compared operative productivity before and after the implementation of ACS, and demonstrated a 66% increase in operative volume with an ACS division in place. Similarly, there was an increase in Evaluation and Management (E&M) production as well as a rise in procedural work Relative Value Unit (wRVU) production for both ACS and non-trauma surgeons. Additional studies have also shown an increase in operating room cases and billing as well as an increase in surgeon satisfaction after the implementation of ACS.

In addition to improved productivity, interest, and satisfaction, other studies have emphasized the ACS model as improving patient throughput. Multiple studies in North America, Australia and Asia, have demonstrated the efficiency and utility of an Acute Care Surgical model. The majority of these studies looked at the effectiveness of an ACS model as it pertained to appendectomies and cholecystectomies, with some also looking at small bowel obstructions, as these are the most common ACS operations performed. Studies demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in time to surgical consultation and time to the operating room, fewer complications, and a reduced length for appendectomies and cholecystectomies performed by surgeons in an ACS model.

**THE FUTURE OF ACS**

A recent survey of all graduates of approved AAST fellowship programs demonstrated that most graduates practice ACS in teaching hospitals designated at level I and level II trauma centers. Overwhelmingly, the fellows reported that the fellowship added value and prepared them well for practice (C C Burlew, unpublished data, 2016, used with permission). As interest in ACS as a specialty practice paradigm and as a training program grows, it is expected that more academic medical centers with mature ACS services will be applying for approved fellowship positions, at a rate of ~2–3 programs per year. The pace at which programs are embracing the training paradigm is accelerating, and may be related to the increasing number of fellowship-trained physicians working in these programs.

In April of 2016, the ABS released a statement regarding residency redesign that envisions a new paradigm for general surgery training, with the stated goal of greater autonomy and flexibility for the trainees. In this document, the ABS proposed a ‘core plus’ framework, which would consist of a core 4 years of general surgery training, followed by a variable number (1–3) of additional years of focused specialty training. In many ways, this is similar to the current 5+ fellowship model widely embraced by roughly 80% of surgical trainees in the...
USA. The more unique feature of this proposal is that everyone would have to accomplish the ‘plus years of training, including an as yet undefined ‘advanced general surgery fellowship’.

Several unanswered questions persist regarding the statement released. Chief among these include how the ACGME and surgical Residency Review Committee (RRC) view the proposed changes, as all of general surgery training and 50% of fellowship training currently fall under the egis of the ACGME and RRC, and not the ABS. Certainly not all programs could support all ‘plus years’, and some may not be convinced of the utility of this approach and may view it as the end of ‘general surgery’ in the USA. Further questions involve the future mechanisms for oversight of the many non-ACGME fellowships, such as ACS. Will they remain under the supervision of the specialty societies that supported their creation, such as the AAST, or will they be encompassed into a more formal ACGME-like training paradigm? Until these questions are more formally and completely addressed, the question of whether ACS training will become an ABS-certified specialty will remain unanswered. Current certification for those completing approved fellowships is provided by the AAST.

SUMMARY
The creation of ACS as a training and practice paradigm was driven by a declining interest in the field of trauma surgery, leading to the lack of surgeons available to take emergency calls and thereby resulting in poor access to emergency surgical care across the USA. Creation of ACS services allows the time-critical delivery of emergent and urgent surgical care despite an identified surgeon workforce shortage, bolstered by these specialty-trained surgeons in critical care, trauma and advanced emergency general surgery procedures. The field is once again attractive for its diversity of career options, and its tremendous benefits to society. Many of the initial concerns regarding the implementation of this model and introduction of this fellowship have not come to fruition. Specifically, resident education and non-trauma surgeons’ operative logs have not been negatively impacted. However, our most critically ill surgical patients have benefited, with improved outcomes, more efficient care, and decreased mortality. Just as the needs of the injured patient drove the development of the field of trauma surgery, so did the needs of the emergency general surgery patient drive the development of the ACS paradigm. The training paradigm for the ACS fellows will continue to ensure that fully trained acute care surgeons are comfortable with a wide variety of anatomic exposures across all body regions. Acute care surgeons are uniquely positioned to impact healthcare cost containment and improve care in the USA as mandated by the Affordable Care Act of 2010. Cost savings can be actualized, and the system for care delivery optimized, by focusing on throughput and the use of standardized, evidence-based, consistent care. Acute care surgeons stand at the front line of care delivery for those patients who are most critically ill and for the injured surgical patients with time-sensitive diseases. Getting the right patient to the right venue at the right time is the paramount skill that the acute care surgeon, through training and experience, adds to the value equation.22
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Figure 3 Trends in the Surgical Critical Care Match Results. Source: National Resident Matching Program12 used with permission.


